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“Pump” Si:P with ultrafast laser pulse; Probe conductivity with THz pulse

After laser pulse charge decays quickly to impurity band...

Then “slow” non-exponential relaxation (100’s of ps); 
“ultrafast” but slower than microscopic scales

Many-body relaxation?  Connection to high density systems?
 



Transmission vs. pump/probe delay
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What about interactions?

Electron Glasses
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EF

Long-range 1/r Coulomb interaction; no screening

Energy levels are not just a function of local disorder and site 
occupations; energy is a strong function of other occupations 

Electron Glasses

E
r



 Interactions  + Disorder = Frustration!

Disorder →  Nonuniform
Density

  Coulomb   →   Uniform
Interactions        Density

(variable range hopping transport (Mott and/or Efros Shklovskii); Coulomb gap, ferromagnetism)



What about the “glass” in electron glass?

Many metastable quasi-ground states with large potential barriers 
between them...

Hard to reach true ground state; single particle hops eventually increase 
energy...

Multi-particle hops are required to lower energy, but rare and inefficient...

Lots of work on equilibrium properties like hopping conductivity (variable 
range), tunneling etc. but until recently much less showing explicitly 

glassy phenomena (relaxation)



Relaxation in InOx films (similar in granular metals)

Ovadyahu et al. 1993 - 2010

5000 seconds ~ 1.4 hours



“History free” relaxation 
is logarithmic

105 seconds ~
27 hours



Phenomenologically 
consequence of 

“Memory Dip” effect



What controls the relaxation times?



Relaxation times a 
function of density?

Connection to 
orthogonality of quasi-
groundstates?  Larger 

at high density?

⇐ << 10-15 sec @ 1018 charges/cm3 ? 

What about very low 
densities?



Relaxation times a 
function of density?

Connection to 
orthogonality of quasi-
groundstates?  Larger 

at high density?

What about very low 
densities?



Semiconductors?



Considerations for fast measurements...

ωNyq  or ωmeas > 1/τdecay



Optical Pump - THz Probe

CB

I EF

0.8 eV Optical Pump

2.5 meV THz probe

4.2 - 424 μJ/cm2      →     3.2 × 1015/cm3 - 3.2 × 1017/cm3

 Pump Fluence                   Excited Charge Density

ΔT/T ~ -Δσ/σ
Si



Optical Pump - THz Probe

TOPAS



Optical Pump - THz Probe



Si:P @ 39% of nc

nP ~ 1.8 x 1018/cm3

Rosenbaum et al. PRL 1983

ξ ~ 13 nm
nP-1/3 ~ 9 nm

rBohr ~ 2.5 nm
ε~14 (εSi~11.7)

Samples previously used for studies 
of DC hopping conductivity and AC 
conductivity in phononless regime

Lightly doped Si



AC Response of Doped Semiconductor
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AC response - “Photon assisted”

Helgren, NPA, Gruner PRB 2004
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Thomas et al. PRB 1981

AC response - “Photon assisted”



Lee and Stutzmann PRL 2001

AC response - Resonant pair absorption



AC response - Resonant pair absorption



Helgren, NPA, Gruner PRB 2004

Less than ~ 7K is phononless regime



Helgren, NPA, Gruner PRB 2004Helgren, NPA, Gruner PRB 2004

AC response



Helgren, NPA, Gruner PRB 2004

AC response



Now PUMP!



Trapping times are 
generally 3-4 ps



Spectral content of 
probe pulse peaked at 

0.6 THz

No change in 
transmission phase; 
σ→0 @ ω→0

Above gap pump is
`slow’, but not glassy 



Transmission vs. pump/probe delay



Power law of transmission decay

Temperature (Kelvin)

σ(t) ~ T(t) = At-α

Slow with  |α| < 1



Transmission vs. pump/probe delay



Power law of transmission decay

T = 5 K

σ(t) ~ T(t) = At-α

Slow with  |α| < 1



σ(t) ~ T(t) = At-α

Power law of transmission decay



Quantum relaxation regime?
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@ Low T and fluence ΔT/T falls to 30% in 200 ps

phonon assisted

Maxwell time

Maxwell time
@ 600 GHz

Relaxation time much longer than naive scales

Totally unrelated to Maxwell time



Multi-particle relaxation

Rate goes as power > 1;
Evidence for multi-particle 

relaxation processes
~ n1.8



Conclusions....

“Ultrafast” relaxation, but slower than natural scales

Powerlaw t-α; slow with  |α| < 1

Many-body effects

Quantum relaxational at low T

“The beginning of a conversation not the end”


